RansomEXX Disrupts Scottish Association for Mental Health

Ransomware Group Leaks Stolen Data, Including Personal Information for Volunteers

Mihir Bagwe • March 22, 2022

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM SAMH

We regret to announce that SAMH has been the victim of a sophisticated and criminal cybersecurity attack.

This incident also means that our communication channels are currently disrupted.

https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/ransomexx-disrupts-scottish-association-for-mental-health-a-18774
New Browser-in-the Browser (BITB) Attack Makes Phishing Nearly Undetectable

March 21, 2022  Ravle Lakshmanan

A novel phishing technique called browser-in-the-browser (BitB) attack can be exploited to simulate

https://mrd0x.com/browser-in-the-browser-phishing-attack/
Popular NPM Package Updated to Wipe Russia, Belarus Systems to Protest Ukraine Invasion

March 17, 2022  Ravie Lakshmanan

In what's an act of deliberate sabotage, the developer behind the popular "node-ipc" NPM package shipped a new tampered version to condemn Russia's invasion of Ukraine, raising concerns about security in the open-source and the software supply chain.

Affecting versions 10.1.1 and 10.1.2 of the library, the alterations introduced by its maintainer RIAEvangelist brought about undesirable behavior by targeting users with IP addresses located in Russia and Belarus.

https://thehackernews.com/2022/03/popular-npm-package-updated-to-wipe.html
Okta, Microsoft Confirm Breaches Connected to Lapsus$ Hackers

Okta Is Facing Increasing Pressure to Release More Details

Ruchmi Ramesh • March 22, 2022

https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/okta-microsoft-confirm-breaches-connected-to-lapsus-hackers-a-18773